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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
November 22, 2018 
 

BYEONG HUN AN 
SI WOO KIM 
 

 

Q.  Talking about your golf, both of you seemed to be (inaudible.)  

 

BYEONG HUN AN:  Yes.  Yeah, we did well because we didn't birdie the same holes.  I 

think we saved each other pretty good, and when he was struggling, I made some birdies, 

and when I was out, he was making some birdie.  So I think it all worked out pretty good 

today.  Made some good par saves.  Then the bogey on No. 9 hurts a little bit, but we got 

enough birdies and eagles, so 10 under's pretty good. 

 

Q.  Si Woo, seems like your partnership with Ben was working really nicely.  How did 

it go out there on the golf course? 

 

SI WOO KIM:  Yeah, we feel pretty good and then we looking for good week, then we play 

good this 18 holes, and then we are a little break for like No. 10, bogey or par 5, but we 

pretty good save next hole. 

 

Q.  How fun is it to be playing with a friend, someone you know quite well from the 

PGA Tour days?   

 

BYEONG HUN AN:  Yeah, it's very rare when you -- in a tournament when you play and you 

don't feel as much pressure for today especially because if you've got a good partner.  Okay, 

if I go a little aggressive and I miss it, he's going to make some birdies.  It's a bit weird.  It's a 

good feeling to play with him in a team.  It worked nice today because we scrambled pretty 

well.  Tomorrow I think we'll get even better because we have foursomes.  Today we try and 

play our golf and it seems to work out, but tomorrow it will be a little different so we're 

looking forward to tomorrow. 

 

Q.  Si Woo, just talk about tomorrow, alternate shot.  You played that a lot in 

Presidents Cup.  How different or what's the key for tomorrow? 

 

SI WOO KIM:  A little tough like alternate shot, but we pretty good combination.  Today's like 

did a lot of birdie, but alternate shot is needed more safely and needed more make par, 

more important.  We hopefully play good tomorrow. 

 

Q.  Ben, this last one from me, both your parents represented China and South Korea 

in Olympics.  Now you're here at the World Cup.  How much fun is it to know that you 

can also represent your country? 

 

BYEONG HUN AN:  It's an honor.  It's hard to get into this tournament even.  It's always 
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good to play when you've got a country behind you and feel a lot of responsibilities, but also 

it's a team format, it's quite fun.  Definitely feels, I feel honored to play in this World Cup 

representing my country, that's for sure. 

 

Q.  Do you feel like there will be a lot more support, interest from back home 

especially and people following? 

 

BYEONG HUN AN:  I think so.  The win would be great because I think that will be even 

happier because it's not an individual event, it's a team event and you're playing for Team 

Korea.  So it will be very special if we can get some good results.  I believe the Team 

Korea's best results is like tied 3 or tied 4, so our goal definitely is to beat that.  And if that 

happens, I think you can see us in Zurich next year. 
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